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“Jesus said to them, I tell you the truth, it is not Moses who has given you
the bread from heaven, but it is my Father who gives you the true bread
from heaven. For the bread of God is he who comes down from heaven
and gives life to the world’ ‘Sir,’ they said, ‘from now on, give us this
bread.’ Then Jesus declared, ‘I am the bread of life. He who comes to me
will never go hungry, and he who believes in me will never be thirsty. But
as I told you, you have seen me and still you do not believe.’” 
John 6: 32-36 

J E S U S ,  T H E  B R E A D  O F  L I F E
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John 6:32a: Jesus said to them, I tell you the truth…
 
Jesus always tells the truth. 

He has never lied, He never lies, and He never will lie. It is on this fact
that I stake my faith. If one lie emerged from His mouth, how would I
be able to trust Him with my life? To paraphrase the Apostle Paul, if
Jesus wasn’t raised from the dead as He claimed and if we do not
have eternal life as He promised, Christians are the most pitiful
people on the planet (1 Corinthians 15: 12-19). 

The historical evidence for Jesus being who He said He was is
immense: He fulfilled 333 Old Testament prophecies, a complete
statistical improbability for any human.[1]

The experiential evidence for Jesus’ honesty is also immense: I’ve
seen Him work mightily in my own life and in the lives of loved ones.
I am more than willing to stake my life and eternity on the fact that
Jesus is who He says He is.
 
Yes, Jesus always tells the truth. Which is why with each
passing year, I became more and more bewildered by His words in
John 6:35: 
 
“I am the bread of life. He who comes to me will never go
hungry, and he who believes in me will never be thirsty.”
 
A full stomach, to me, meant that my desire for Him would
make all others fade, that I would constantly feel the warmth of His
presence, and that my deepest yearnings for untainted intimacy with
Him would be fulfilled this side of heaven. 

But when I turned 29, this definition of a full stomach seemed more
like a distant mirage than a holy reality. Because even after years of
following Jesus, my desire for an earthly romance outshouted my
desire for Him.

 

T H E  O N E  W H O  N E V E R  L I E S
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I was told over and over that I needed to be satisfied in Jesus,
but despite my best efforts, I could never grab hold of this elusive
satisfaction. 

It wasn’t for a lack of devotion. From a young age, I had been
committed to following Him wherever He led and longed to know
him better with each passing year. 

It wasn’t for a lack of evidence of His love—Jesus drew near to me in
the pain and confusion of depression and showed me again and
again that He knew and loved me personally. Still, as my relationship
with Him grew deeper, the desire for a spouse did as well. 
 
The truth of Jesus’ words coexisting with my “empty stomach”
provoked a cognitive dissonance that haunted me: how could these
two apparently opposing realities both be true? If Jesus was the
bread of life, why did such a loud longing for human love persist? 
 
In my frustration, I tossed aside nuance and took a binary approach:
either God was not fulfilling His promises, or I was completely
missing Jesus’ point. Although binaries can be dangerous, in this
case, it was a good place to start. Because at my core, I knew it
wasn’t God, but I who had the problem. 

If Jesus always tells the truth, I must have misunderstood what He
meant by a full stomach and quenched thirst. As I began year 29, I
was desperate for my mind to be renewed—to rightly understand
what He meant so I could finally silence the voices that told me that
God wasn’t holding up his end of the deal.

So shortly after my birthday, I prayed a bold prayer, a hopeful prayer:
 
“Jesus, show me this year what it means that you are the bread of
life.”
 
And He answered. Oh, how He answered. 
 
This year has been defined by breakthrough, and I’m bursting with
enthusiasm to share what Jesus has taught me. In the following
pages, I write about three myths I’ve believed about satisfaction in
Christ and the truths that He is teaching me. I pray that you, too, will
know and experience the marvelous truth that Jesus is the bread of
life.
j
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A Misguided Theology
On my 29th birthday, I was still hungry. Another 365 days of unanswered
prayer, another 52 weeks of hope, again answered only with the teasing
aroma of the feast that seemed would always be for other women and
never for me. 
 
I had grown up marinating in the beauty and simplicity of the love stories
of older sisters and mothers in the faith. The fulfillment of their heart’s
desire had followed a neat formula: a list, a prayer, and a short
wait, a faithful 2+2=stomach filled.

M Y T H  # 1 :  T R U E  S A T I S F A C T I O N  I N  C H R I S T  M E A N S
Y O U  W I L L  N O  L O N G E R  D E S I R E  M A R R I A G E
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“Delight yourself in the Lord, and He will give you the desires of your
heart” was part of that formula. There was a simple explanation for
Psalm 37:4, my mentors told me: “If God put that desire in you
for a spouse, He plans to fulfill it. And if it’s not in His will for you to
marry, then He will change your desires.” There was no reason for
these well-intentioned mentors to question this theology—their
experience had validated it. 

But as I looked out at the horizon of year 29, the hunger pangs
persisted. With no prospects of a husband in sight, it certainly didn’t
seem like God planned to fulfill this desire of my heart. So why wasn’t
He changing my desires like they told me He would? If Jesus was
enough to satisfy, then why did this yearning for human love
consume me? If Jesus was enough, wouldn’t my stomach be filled
and my tears dried?
 
At this point, I realized I needed to closely examine my theology
surrounding desire and satisfaction in Christ—a theology that I now
saw had been just as influenced by the Christian culture of the late
90s and early 00s as it had been by Scriptural truth. I needed to pray
for wisdom to separate any misguided ideas I had absorbed in my
teens from what Jesus really meant. My mentors had meant well, but
I now suspected that they had conflated their personal experience
with Scriptural truth.

Perhaps just as influential as my mentors though, was what I
read. I’d always been an avid reader (In third grade, a librarian once
lent me a suitcase to carry the 30-plus books I had checked out), and
starting in my early teens, I devoured every Christian dating book I
could get my hands on.   
 
Around that time, a chain letter of sorts was circulating in the church
claiming that until you were completely satisfied with Christ, God
would not bring you a spouse. Here's an excerpt: 

Everyone longs to give themselves completely to someone,
To have a deep soul relationship with another,
To be loved thoroughly and exclusively.
But God, to a Christian, says,
“No, not until you are satisfied, fulfilled and content
With being loved by Me alone,
With giving yourself totally and unreservedly to Me,
With having an intensely personal and unique relationship
With Me alone. 
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Discovering that only in Me is your satisfaction to be found,
Will you be capable of the perfect human relationship
That I have planned for you.
You will never be united with another until you are united
With Me alone,
Exclusive of anyone or anything else,
Exclusive of any other desires or longings….
And then when you are ready,
I’ll surprise you with a love far more
wonderful than any you could dream of.
You see, until you are ready and until
The one I have for you is ready
(I am working even at this moment to have you
both ready at the same time),
Until you are both satisfied exclusively with me
And the life I prepared for you,
You won’t be able to experience the love that
Exemplifies your relationship with Me.[2]

This “letter from God” is beautifully worded, but beautiful words are
often good at passing off error as truth, especially to thirteen-year-
olds who haven’t learned to test everything against Scripture. The
poem does get it right in some ways: it affirms God’s love for us, and
it upholds marriage as a picture of Christ and the church. But
theologically, it has many problematic ideas about satisfaction in
Christ. I want to focus on just two of them.

Satisfaction in Christ as a Means to an End
This poem presents satisfaction in Christ as a means to an end. Take
this line for example: 
 
“Discovering that only in Me is your satisfaction to be found,
will you be capable of the perfect human relationship.” 
 
This is contradictory—if only in Christ is our satisfaction to be
found, then why is the “perfect human relationship” still dangled like
a carrot? Rather than telling us to seek satisfaction in God because
He is truly satisfying, this poem implies that once we are finally
satisfied in him, Boom! He’ll bring us a spouse as a reward for
learning our “spiritual lesson.” Crassly put, it seems to encourage
using reverse psychology on the King of the universe, essentially
faking God (and ourselves) out to get what we want. Perhaps
this wasn’t the author’s intention, but it’s how I, and many others,
understood it as teens. 
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But did the Psalmist really mean that God would give each of us a
love story Walt Disney would be proud of? Or that, if not, He would
transform us into asexual beings with no desire for marriage? When
well-intentioned people used Psalm 37:4 to promise that satisfaction
with God would result in the reward of a spouse, did they take into
account that:
 
1.) Job delighted himself in the Lord and lost his children and his
health?

2.)The Apostle Paul delighted himself in the Lord, yet he was plagued
by a “thorn in the flesh” that wasn’t removed even after he pleaded
three times?

3.)Jesus delighted himself in the Lord, yet he dreaded the cross and
asked the Father if there was another way?
 
When we look at Job, Paul and our risen Lord, it’s clear that the
American interpretation of Psalm 37:4 contradicts the lives of many
who had a close relationship with God. 
 
Alexander MacClaren’s commentary was especially helpful as I
sought to better understand Psalm 37:4. He cautions us not to
“vulgarise that great promise by making it out to mean that, if we
will be good, He will give us the earthly blessings which we wish.
Sometimes we shall get them, and sometimes not; but our text goes
far deeper than that. God Himself is the heart’s desire of those who
delight in Him; and the blessedness of longing fixed on Him is that it
ever fulfils itself. They who want God have Him.”[3] 
 
“Vulgarise” is a strong word, but I think it’s an apt description of
what we do when we view satisfaction in Christ as a means to an
end. God offers us Himself; how sad is it that we run past His open
arms as we greedily look for His gifts?

MacClaren vividly describes how prone we are to fear, instability, and
disillusionment when our happiness depends on temporal gifts
rather than the eternal Giver:
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"We give perishable things supreme power over us, and so intertwine
our being with theirs, that the blow which destroys
them lets out our life-blood. And, therefore, we are ever disturbed by
apprehensions and shaken by fears. We tie ourselves to these
outward possessions, as Alpine travellers to their guides, and so,
when they slip on the icy slopes, their fall is our death.” [4]

Especially comforting is MacClaren’s view that delighting oneself in
the Lord doesn’t mean extinguishing natural desires, but that “desire
after God will bring peace by putting all other wishes in their right
place.” He says:

“The counsel in our text does not enjoin the extinction, but the
subordination, of other needs and appetites-‘Seek ye first the
kingdom of God.’ Let that be the dominant desire which controls and
underlies all the rest.” [5]
 
MacClaren’s commentary helped me to see Psalm 37:4 with new
eyes, and the passage has started to comfort rather than frustrate
me. King David’s call to delight ourselves in the Lord now reminds
me of Moses’ plea that the Israelites choose life over death: 

“This day I call the heavens and the earth as witnesses against you
that I have set before you life and death, blessings and curses. Now
choose life, so that you and your children may live and that you may
love the Lord your God, listen to his voice, and hold fast to him. For
the Lord is your life, and he will give you many years in the land he
swore to give to your fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob”
(Deuteronomy 30:19-20).

Delighting ourselves in the Lord is to choose vivid, solid life over fear
and instability! Making any desire other than God our chief pursuit
will surely lead to death and disappointment. 

Even fulfilled desires are not indestructible—a spouse may pass
away, a job may be lost, a friendship may be broken. If we are led by
these desires, like the Alpine skier tied to his guide, we will fall as
soon as the object of our desire fails us. But when we hold fast to
God, as Moses exhorted the Israelites, we do not need to fear falling.
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The context surrounding Jesus’ claim that He is the bread of life also
speaks to this truth. When the crowd begged Jesus to miraculously
multiply bread as He had when He fed the five thousand, they were
seeking Jesus as a means to the perishable, shortsighted end of
filling their stomachs. Jesus, though, knew that vastly more
important than their hunger for bread was their need for His grace,
so instead of fulfilling their temporal desires, He offered them a
much greater gift—the eternal fulfillment of spiritual hunger. 
 
Following Christ should never be a means to an end. For the
Christian, following Christ should be our chief end. And for the
Christian, the gift that Jesus offers us is far greater than any that we
can imagine. Perhaps the best way to summarize Scripture’s
overarching narrative concerning earthly desires is with Jesus’ words
in John 16:33:
 
“In this world, you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome
the world.”
 
Buddhism or Christianity?
As I walk with Christ, MacClaren’s interpretation has held true: with
each passing year, Jesus continues to reveal layers of the hope I’ve
been called to, and I am more delighted in Him than ever. Yet as I
grow deeper in the Lord, my desire for a spouse remains. 
 
For a long time, I felt ashamed about this. I’m seeing though, that
this shame does not come from Scripture, but again from ideas I
absorbed in my childhood. This idea that it’s possible for everyone to
“get over” their desire for a spouse is also found in the “love letter
from God,” in lines like, “Until you are both satisfied exclusively with
Me.” Many other sources have told me I need to come to a place
where I am “okay” with never being married, where Christ perfectly
fulfills my yearning for earthly romance. I imagined such satisfaction
would feel like this:
 
Every morning, I wake filled with strength and purpose. The
marriage I used to want is a speck ever receding in my rearview
mirror as I speed toward Jesus with giddy joy. The desire for
romance is no more; now, all my desire is oriented toward Him.
Human connection is no longer something I crave—it’s nice, but
unnecessary. I feel the Father’s love so deeply that I never crave
human touch; purity requires no effort because sexual desire never
frustrates. I go through my days singing the words of Psalm 42:1: “As
the deer pants for the water, so my soul longs after [God].”
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For years, I felt ashamed that I couldn't live up to this ideal, but I now
see that I was actually pursuing a distortion of what God asked of
me.
 
The more I reflect on my idea of satisfaction in Christ, the more I
realize it sounds like Buddhism. The third of Buddhism’s “four noble
truths” is that “the way to extinguish desire, which causes suffering,
is to liberate oneself from attachment." [6]
 
Isn’t that essentially what I imagined satisfaction in Christ was? To be
free of the need for human relationships so I could “do more” for
God? In Scripture though, I don’t see loving God equated with
detaching ourselves from the desire for human intimacy. The ideal I
had constructed sounded a lot more like the Buddhist pursuit of
Nirvana than the often gritty process of sanctification. Jesus tells
us to love Him first and foremost, and sometimes, that does involve
choosing him over human relationships. I think of His words in Luke
9:57-62:

“As they were walking along the road, a man said to him, ‘I will
follow you wherever you go.’

Jesus replied, ‘Foxes have dens and birds have nests, but the Son of
Man has no place to lay his head.’ He said to another man, ‘Follow
me.’

But he replied, ‘Lord, first let me go and bury my
father.’

Jesus said to him, ‘Let the dead bury their own dead, but you go and
proclaim the kingdom of God.’

Still another said, ‘I will follow you, Lord; but first let me go back and
say goodbye to my family.’

Jesus replied, ‘No one who puts a hand to the
plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of God.’”
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These are difficult words. Jesus clearly says when we become His
followers, our actions must show that our first loyalty is to Him. 

But notice what He doesn’t say. He doesn’t say, “if you are my true
follower, you will no longer care about your family. You will not miss
their closeness, desire their embrace, crave their laughter.” Jesus’
focus here is on how we act in response to His call—are we willing to
give up what is most important to us for His sake? He doesn’t,
however, say or imply that when we follow Him, our natural human
desires will disappear. 

Marriage is not only a natural desire—it’s a good desire. Scripture
portrays marital love as something that should be celebrated and
savored, a picture of Christ and the church. Yes, it is certainly
possible to make an idol out of marriage. In Counterfeit Gods, Tim
Keller defines an idol as:

“…something we cannot live without. We must have it, and therefore,
it drives us to break rules we once honored to harm others and even
ourselves in order to get it….anything more important to you than
God, anything that absorbs your heart and imagination more than
God, anything you seek to give you what only God can give. A
counterfeit god is anything that is so central and essential to your
life, that should lose it, your life would feel hardly worth living.” [7]

By that definition, marriage has certainly been an idol in my life, and
I’ve continually had to tear it from the throne of my heart when the
prospect of being single makes me feel that life isn’t worth living.
Sometimes, though, in an attempt to turn from idolatry, I’ve gone to
the extreme of feeling ashamed when the desire persists. No, my
ultimate satisfaction is not to be found in another person, but part of
being created in God’s image means that I desire relationships and
intimacy. For some of us, this may not involve marriage, but
all of us are relational beings who were not meant to live solitary
lives. As God said of Adam in Genesis 2:18, “it is not good for the man
to be alone.”

Throughout my twenties, I continued to carry the burden of shame.
Trying to kill these desires was like playing a rigged game of whack-
a-mole. More prayer. More Bible study. More crying out to God. Then
more self-flagellation for my weakness and immaturity. But was this
what God expected of me? Perhaps the most powerful answer
comes from the life of Jesus himself.
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Isaiah 53: 3-5 says, 
“He was despised and rejected by men,
a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief;
and as one from whom men hide their faces[f]
he was despised, and we esteemed him not.
Surely he has borne our griefs
and carried our sorrows;
yet we esteemed him stricken,
smitten by God, and afflicted.
But he was pierced for our transgressions;
he was crushed for our iniquities;
upon him was the chastisement that brought us peace,
and with his wounds we are healed” (ESV, emphases mine).
 
Does Jesus’ life experience reflect the idea of satisfaction I
described? Did He wake up each day with unbridled joy, unaffected
by loneliness, longing, and rejection? No, He was a “man of sorrows”
who felt each emotion as deeply as any of us. 
 
Jesus wept when Lazarus died. The fact that He had the Father’s love
didn’t erase the grief of His dear friend’s passing. Jesus did not have
an inexhaustible reservoir of emotional energy—He retreated from
the crowd to grieve when His cousin John was beheaded. 
 
Let’s not forget that Jesus himself was single and celibate for 33
years. Bronwyn Lea says, “Sometimes I wonder if we don’t think of
Jesus a little like we think about garden gnomes: male on the
outside, sporting a beard, but really with no actual working parts.”[8]

And it’s true—I think I’d always subconsciously perceived Jesus as
asexual. We are told, though, that Jesus was tempted in every way,
and this certainly includes sexual temptation. We can be reasonably
sure that Jesus had sexual desires and longed for physical touch but
knew that in order to fulfill God’s will, those desires would have to go
unfulfilled. Would we accuse Him of not being satisfied in His Father,
in the power of the Holy Spirit, in the efficacy of His own deity? 

The fact that Jesus experienced the same unfulfilled desires as we do
yet stewarded [9] them sinlessly is what makes Him a perfect high
priest who not only intercedes for us, but understands our hearts.
When we look at the life of Jesus, it’s clear that we are in good
company. And it’s clear that we can be His devoted followers while
still longing for a spouse.  
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When I imagined being satisfied in Christ, I thought I would feel His love
and closeness in ever increasing measures. I would constantly be in tune
with the Holy Spirit, and disappointment or depression would never
make me question whether the Father truly cared about me. On this
Christian journey, I have experienced amazing, tangible evidences of His
love. But I have also walked through long seasons of depression where I
could not feel His presence. I have experienced stretches where Scripture
was like water poured on hardened soil.

M Y T H  # 2 :  T R U E  S A T I S F A C T I O N  I N  C H R I S T  M E A N S
Y O U  A L W A Y S  F E E L  H I S  L O V E  A N D  P R E S E N C E
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Are periods of suffering and seasons of dryness evidence that Jesus
is not the bread of life? If you look at the lives of the most
devoted followers of Jesus, the answer is a resounding “no.” The
common thread that we see in Jesus’ most passionate, faithful
followers is not euphoric feelings, but gritty faith. 
 
Take Job for example. Do you think that when he was naked,
surrounded by bloody pottery, having lost all his children in one day,
that he felt the joyful embrace of God’s love? Would someone “curse
the day [they were] born” if they sensed God’s comforting presence
(Job 3:1)? Job questioned. He cried out. But he refused to curse God. 
 
Paul cried out three times for God to remove his “thorn in the flesh.”
Reading Paul’s letters, it’s clear that the man has a beautifully
intimate relationship with the Lord. You’d imagine that if he was
completely satisfied in Christ, this satisfaction would have made
prayers for physical or mental relief unnecessary. But the knowledge
of God’s love, of which he had a profound understanding, didn’t
magically numb the pain. Did Paul always feel God’s love and
understand His ways? Perhaps not, but he knew beyond the
shadow of a doubt that nothing, not even his thorn, could separate
him from God’s love. 
 
Jesus Himself felt abandoned by the Father while suffering naked,
skin flayed, blood pouring out on the cross, crying, “My God, my God,
why have you forsaken me?” (Matthew 27:46). Jesus is our perfect
example of communion with the Father, yet even He, while fulfilling
the Father’s will, did not feel the warmth and comfort of His
presence.

Rereading Psalm 42:1
I’ve always felt ashamed by my response to Psalm 42:1. When
I read, “As the deer pants for streams of water, so my soul pants for
you, my God,” I chastise myself that I don’t have more of a reaction.

Jesus is my reason for living, yet I often lack passion for Him. I want
to want God more, but this wanting to want often doesn’t produce
the emotional experience I imagine the Psalmist having.
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Looking closer, though, I see that Psalm 42:1 might reflect the state
of my heart more than I had thought. If the Psalmist is panting after
God, then he must be experiencing the frustration of thirst. As I seek
God earnestly, crying out to Him despite my lack of emotion, I
experience a similar frustration. The Psalmist longs to experience
God more, just as I do. Perhaps he is feeling more emotion than I do,
but our goal is the same. Even if feelings do not immediately follow,
in stubbornly insisting on seeking God, I posture myself as the deer
who pants for the water. Strahan Coleman expresses this truth
beautifully: 
 
"May your longing to long for God
be the sign of your affection
when your numbness threatens otherwise;
and may you find peace in the trust
that even a dim longing is proof
that God is still your soul’s greatest desire." [10]
 
Faith and feelings are not synonyms. And just as Job blessed God
when he didn’t feel His love, just as Paul praised God’s sufficient
grace even when God didn’t remove his painful thorn, just as Jesus
endured the cross when He felt forsaken by the Father, so can we be
faithful disciples of Christ when our feelings don’t follow.

Spiritual Prader-Willi Syndrome
The metaphor of Prader-Willi Syndrome has helped me to reframe
the seeming paradox of my hunger and the truth of Jesus’ words.
Prader-Willi Syndrome is a disorder in which a person is constantly
plagued by extreme hunger regardless of how much they eat. The
hunger has nothing to do with the amount of food they’ve actually
eaten, but with a flaw in their 15th chromosome. 
 
For Maribel Rivera, a woman living with the disease, being in the
presence of food is torturous: “the sound of the music [of an ice
cream truck] sends the…woman into an uncontrollable raging
tantrum….” [11] 
 
Her sister says, “She does not have what we have. We know when
we're full. For her, it's not like that. She's always hungry. And you
know we always have to watch it. Because wherever it may
be, even if it's in the trash, she'll get it.”[12]
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As believers, Jesus has promised us an eternally fulfilling future with
Him, but until we die or He returns, we must live in a world rife with
sin, disease, and heartbreak. Jesus has filled us, but in our disordered
world, we often are unable to recognize that we are full. 
 
Just like Maribel Rivera, I have often thrown desperate tantrums
when another year has passed without a spouse in sight. I know,
objectively, that I have everything I need for life and godliness (2
Peter 1:3), but sometimes I don’t feel I have what I need. 
 
We can most definitely grow in being satisfied in Christ during our
stint on earth, but we will never realize just how full we are until our
eyes are opened when he “raise[s] us up at the last day” (John 6:39).
Recognizing that I have “spiritual Prader-Willi Syndrome” has been
helpful in trusting that what Jesus said is true when my stomach
tells me otherwise. Like Maribel, I have the the nourishment my body
requires, yet a clouded mind and a fallen world often tell me
otherwise. 
 
So when I don’t feel God’s love or I’m tempted to believe that a man’s
love will take the hunger away, I’m learning to lift my eyes to Jesus
and say, “you are the bread of life. In you, I am not hungry, no
matter how I may feel.”
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“Come outside and be with me.” 

The voice wasn’t audible; but I knew the impression was from Him. At 18,
I was learning to hear His voice, and I followed. I followed Him out of my
dorm room, slid into a wooden picnic table and was stunned by a sunset
I’ll never forget. The pinks and oranges screamed His glory, the light
soaked me in hope, and hot tears welled in joyful eyes—I knew He had
planned this view for me. But the glory was tainted by a familiar pang:
this moment, this beauty, I longed to share with someone, for the same
emotions and life to course through them, for them to slip their hand in
mine, look at me, and say, “I know.” 

M Y T H  # 3 :  W E  C A N  B E  F U L L Y  S A T I S F I E D  W I T H
C H R I S T  D U R I N G  T H I S  L I F E
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The sky declared the greatest glory I’d ever seen, yet it was
incomplete. The pain was all the sharper because this beauty called
for intimacy. In this moment of coexisting loneliness and joy, His
voice spoke to my spirit again, “Do you want me to make your life
this beautiful? Just wait.”
 
And I did. 
 
I waited, and I thought that the closer I got to Christ, the more the
desire for human intimacy would lessen. But the opposite happened.
The deeper I grew in Christ, the more I experienced these sunset
moments, the more the longing grew to share His glory with
someone whose heart beat in time with mine, for an intimate friend
to journey with. Or so I thought. 
 
Three years later, I was in Russia for a summer language program, a
dream come true, an eight-week version of that glorious sunset at
age eighteen. I’d felt called to Russia since I was 12, and that summer
was a vivid gift: I reveled in every whiff of morning air spiced with
cigarette smoke and sunshine, every taste of my host mom Tatiana’s
cherry vareniki, every sound of the intricate Russian language.

I sat alone in Tatiana’s kitchen in a rare moment of quiet, drinking
piping hot tea in the ninety-degree heat of the ninth-floor
apartment, as Russians often do. Even in the sweltering heat, I felt a
joyful energy—I was living the dream God had put in my heart long
ago. When Tatiana’s analog radio started to play a melancholy song,
the music grabbed my heart, and the joy suddenly burst into longing
as intense as I’d felt when I was stunned by the sunset. My chest
clenched; tears filled my eyes. 

If only someone were here with me in this moment, if only someone
could hear this song, feel these emotions that Russia roused in me. If
only someone would take my hand in his, look at me with kind eyes,
and say, “I know.” A person, the right person, would give relief to this
torturous melancholy, wouldn’t he?
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About 6 months after sitting in Tatiana’s kitchen, I learned a word
that articulated this longing, a word which made me realize that my
yearning went beyond the desire for a human "soulmate." Brent
Curtis and John Eldredge's book The Sacred Romance explores how
our longing for intimacy ultimately points to our desire for
communion with God. The authors adopt C.S. Lewis’s use of the
German word sehnsucht as a way of framing this desire.

Lewis uses the word sehnsucht to describe the longing for
transcendence, for intimacy beyond what this world allows. Certain
songs, places, experiences and memories evoke this sehnsucht in the
human heart. While on one hand, this sehnsucht points me to the
Creator, it also strikes me with my state of loneliness in a fallen world.
What I felt while observing the sunset and sitting in Tatiana’s kitchen
are examples of what Lewis describes in The Problem of Pain as
desire that points to heaven:

“There have been times when I think we do not desire heaven; but
more often I find myself wondering whether, in our heart of hearts,
we have ever desired anything else....All the things that have ever
deeply possessed your soul have been but hints of [that something
which you were born desiring] -- tantalising glimpses, promises
never quite fulfilled, echoes that died away just as they caught your
ear. But if it should really become manifest -- if there ever came an
echo that did not die away but swelled into the sound itself -- you
would know it. Beyond all possibility of doubt you would say "Here at
last is the thing I was made for". We cannot tell each other about it. It
is the secret signature of each soul, the incommunicable and
unappeasable want, the thing we desired before we met our wives or
made our friends or chose our work, and which we shall still desire
on our deathbeds, when the mind no longer knows wife or friend or
work. While we are, this is. If we lose this, we lose all.” [13]

Eldredge and Curtis echo Lewis, saying that the deepest longings we
experience are not for a person, but for God:
 
"In all of our hearts lies a longing for a Sacred Romance. It will not go
away in spite of our efforts over the years to anesthetize or ignore its
song, or attach it to a single person or endeavor. It is a Romance
couched in mystery and set deeply within us." [14]
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My longings in these acute moments of joy may have seemed to be a
cry for intimacy with a person, but as I contemplate their guttural
depth, I agree with Lewis, Eldredge and Curtis that they point not to
a person, but to my longing for communion with Christ in heaven,
the evidence that “God has put eternity in the hearts of men”
(Ecclesiastes 3:11). 
 
It is key that I distinguish this sehnsucht from a healthy desire for a
spouse because my longing is so great that if directed at another
person, it would overwhelm and destroy them. 
 
Distinguishing between these desires is especially difficult where
marriage is concerned, because marriage is the earthly picture of the
church’s joyful union with Christ. We must wrestle to distinguish our
yearnings as best we can, both to give God the praise He is due and
to bless our future spouses, should we marry. A prayer I’ve recently
been posing in my deepest moments of longing is, “Lord, am I truly
longing for a person, or for you?” 
 
The Goodness of Unfulfilled Desires
In this fallen world, we will never be fully satisfied in Christ, if by
satisfaction we mean a perfectly joyful and intimate union. But
is this a bad thing? Our longing often feels cruel—if Jesus said we
wouldn’t go hungry, then why do we not constantly experience this
reality? Imagine that the inverse were true. What if we lived with
“reverse Prader-Willi Syndrome,” never eating because we never felt
hunger? What if we walked around completely joyful, blissfully
unaware of the suffering around us? What if we were blinded
to our glorious future reality? The sense that something is not right
on earth, the longing for intimacy that is never quite fulfilled, is part
of God’s design to point our gaze toward heaven. 2 Corinthians 5:4-5
(emphasis mine) says, 
 
“For while we are in this tent, we groan and are burdened, because
we do not wish to be unclothed but to be clothed instead with our
heavenly dwelling, so that what is mortal may be swallowed up by
life. Now the one who has fashioned us for this very purpose is God,
who has given us the Spirit as a deposit, guaranteeing what is to
come.”
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In 2 Corinthians 4:8-12, Paul gives another apologetic for
experiencing dissatisfaction on earth but having hope for the future: 
 
“We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but
not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not
destroyed.  We always carry around in our body the death of Jesus,
so that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in our body. For we
who are alive are always being given over to death for Jesus’ sake,
so that his life may also be revealed in our mortal body.  So then,
death is at work in us, but life is at work in you."

In these verses, does Paul sound comfortable and fulfilled? He has a
fiery passion for the Lord yet is struggling in many ways. Paul
continues in verses 16-18:

"Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting
away, yet inwardly we are being renewed day by day. For our light
and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that
far outweighs them all.  So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but
on what is unseen, since what is seen is temporary, but what is
unseen is eternal."

Paul described himself not as receiving his earthly desires, but as
outwardly wasting away. But what compelled him to keep going was
fixing his eyes on a future that he couldn’t see, but that he would
stake his life on. Our longings are not evidence that Jesus’ words are
untrue, but that we have more to look forward to than we can
imagine.

Unfulfilled Desire and a Posture of Praise
Dr. Matthew Tan presents the refreshing idea that the bottomless
“abyss” of our desires can lead us to offer God the praise He deserves.
He says,
 
“The deep well of the heart is precisely where God shall be exalted.
We can cite a couple of reasons for this. The first reason, identified by
Thomas Aquinas, is that recognising the depths of our desire is
the first step to recognising that we are incapable of filling that
abyss. Only God can do that, and our recognition of that, Thomas
says, is a step towards adopting a posture of praise of the Lord.”[15] 
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Tan’s words challenge me—when I am overcome by longing, am I
tempted to worship the idea of a soulmate? Or do I allow it to
position me in a posture of praise toward the only one capable of
fulfilling my deepest yearnings? Unfulfilled desires on earth are a gift
when we recognize that they point to Jesus, the only bread who can
truly satisfy us. When we do not feel satisfied, this is not evidence
that Jesus’ words are not true, but that Jesus’ words spoke of a
spiritual reality that is far vaster than our short stint on earth. 
 
Conclusion: Abide in Me
Jesus has shown me, overwhelmingly, what it means that He is the
bread of life—He made a way for this woman who would otherwise
starve to death to be nourished into eternal life. Jesus didn’t mean,
however, that my stomach would always feel full in a worldly sense.
Although I have everything I need, I still must traverse a fallen world
with His help. 
 
When Jesus speaks to His disciples in John 15 shortly before He is
crucified, He doesn’t say “be satisfied in me;” He says, “abide in me.” 

Stay close to me. 
Learn from me. 
Lean on me. 
Whatever comes. 

Abide in me on an earth that will stretch your faith, in a world where
you will have trouble, in a reality where you often won’t feel satisfied. 
 
Jesus didn’t call us to pursue the Buddhist ideal of Nirvana, to “get
over” our desires or pretend that they don’t exist.
 
He doesn’t expect us to feel joy in every moment.
 
He doesn’t call us to feel guilty for having desires that He Himself
said were good.
 
No, He calls us to walk by faith, not by feelings.
 
He calls us to walk through trouble while trusting that He has
overcome the world.
 
And He calls us to recognize that our deepest longings won’t be met
this side of heaven, but that when they are, we will be more satisfied
than we can imagine.
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